PANDEMIC PANDEMONIUM--
TODAY’S MERGING OF CALIGULA, NAZISM AND “1984”

*Caligula*, The Third Roman Emperor, liked to humiliate people and wanted to be treated as a god. He purged suspected enemies, and regularly ridiculed and insulted people. President Trump says he has *absolute authority*, and has purged and ridiculed many who have spoken against him.

*Nazis* are racist authoritarians, and as Trump would say, some good people. Trump has fueled the growth of race and religious hatred since his election with *racist scapegoating* of various groups.

“*1984*”, the novel, existed in a time when “*Ignorance is Strength*”. Trump said the Corona virus is “the Democrat’s new hoax”, anyway it will all go away soon. Drink or inject Bleach and Lysol it may help he suggests. Take anti malaria pills, what do you have to lose says he. Dr. Deborah Birx, White House Corona virus Response Coordinator said, “If there is a way that people can do those things (tattoo parlors, hair salons, massage therapy) *and maintain social distancing*, I don’t know how but people are very creative so I am not going to prejudice…”
**People wake up before you walk off the cliff!!!**
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